We present the first detailed computation of the conversion of a bound muon into an electron mediated by a doubly charged SU (2) singlet scalar. Although such particles are not too exotic, up to now their contribution to µ-e conversion is unknown. We close this gap by presenting a detailed calculation, which will allow the reader not only to fully comprehend the discussion but also to generalise our results to similar cases if needed. We furthermore compare the predictions, for both the general case and for an example model featuring a neutrino mass at 2-loop level, to current experimental data and future sensitivities. We show that, depending on the explicit values of the couplings as well as on the actual future limits on the branching ratio, µ-e conversion may potentially yield a lower limit on the doubly charged singlet scalar mass which is stronger than what could be obtained by colliders. Our results considerably strengthen the case for low-energy lepton flavour violation searches being a very valuable addition to collider experiments. *
Introduction
experimental proposals improving current limits by up to seven orders of magnitude [23] . 1 It is this process we focus on in this paper.
While µ-e conversion was proposed more than fifty years ago [24, 25] , it is surprising that it has not even been computed explicitly for some relatively generic settings. The rate for µ-e conversion has been calculated for channels like light or heavy Majorana neutrino exchange [26] , Z -exchange [27] , some specific extended scalar sectors [28] , or several supersymmetric settings [29] [30] [31] , however, the generic example of this decay being mediated by a doubly charged SU (2) singlet scalar has only been briefly estimated [32] . In this paper, we will close this gap by presenting the first detailed computation of that very process. Up to now, not much technical information is available in the literature, which is why we chose to present the computation in great detail and illustrate all important steps and subtleties involved. Our results are fully general and hold for any doubly charged singlet scalar S ++ coupling to pairs of right-handed charged leptons by L LFV = f ab S ++ (l Ra ) c l Rb +h.c. (such a coupling cannot be forbidden in practice). We will in passing also investigate the validity of the approximation applied in Ref. [32] revealing that, while we generally confirm the results obtained there, the estimate based on effective field theory (EFT) turns out to be not as accurate as anticipated. Furthermore, even if the doubly charged scalar was, say, a component of a Higgs triplet field, the principal computation would not change very significantly, so that our results could even be extended to this case. Thus, also to maximise the applicability of our results and the interest to a wide readership, we have decided to present our computation in a fairly detailed manner, to ease the comparison with similar frameworks.
However, the purpose of our work is two-fold. On top of a very general computation, we will also present an application of our results to one particular example model. This model, first presented in Ref. [33] , features a doubly charged singlet scalar field S ++ which, in addition to the coupling to right-handed charged leptons l Ra and l Rb with strengths f ab , also features an effective coupling of strength ξ to a pair of W -bosons:
where V = M 2 S S ++ S −− + λ S (S ++ S −− ) 2 + λ HS (H † H)(S ++ S −− ) and v = 246 GeV. This model is in some sense the simplest setting one could possibly write down to generate a light neutrino mass, because it contains only one single particle with certain couplings in addition to the SM. 2 Light neutrinos then receive a mass at 2-loop level, by a diagram 1 Note that, although µ-e conversion does intrinsically contain nuclear physics uncertainties which make it more difficult to interpret experimental limits, it is nevertheless clear that this process will yield a limit by far better than what we could possibly expect from experiments on µ → eγ. 2 Alternatively, one could view the setting as a whole class of models which are at low energies described containing S ++ as crucial ingredient [33] . This implies that both the couplings (f ab & ξ) as well as the mass (M S ) of the doubly charged scalar are constrained by phenomenology. While in Ref. [33] all neutrino observables and nearly all low-energy LFV observables, as well as neutrinoless double beta decay and collider limits, have been taken into account, the crucial process of µ-e conversion had not been investigated so far. This is another gap we will close with this paper on the technicalities of the process, which complements Ref. [34] that focuses in particular on the complementarity between high-and low-energy bounds. 3 This paper is structured as follows. We first discuss the long-range (i.e., photonic) contributions to µ-e conversion in great detail in Sec. 2, which serves as a first approximation to the true result. We then include the short-range (non-photonic) contributions in Sec. 3, which will only slightly modify the branching ratios. We conclude in Sec. 4 . Finally, technical details are summarised in Appendices A (Feynman rules) and B (details on the scalar three-point function).
Long-range (photonic) contributions
The goal of this section is to derive the particle physics part of the branching ratio for coherent µ-e conversion in a muonic atom, for the moment focusing on the long-range contributions only, i.e., those diagrams which basically attach a diagram for µ → eγ to a nucleus. As we will see, this already comes very close to our final result because the photonic contributions turn out to dominate the non-photonic short-range contributions by far. This is very convenient, because for the case of long-range contributions being dominant, the total amplitude factorises into a particle physics and a nuclear physics part. Thus, the nuclear physics factor (which quantifies all nuclear physics contributions) can be computed separately and it can easily be updated once improved computations become available -as done for neutrinoless double beta decay.
by the effective theory defined by Eq. (1). 3 We are furthermore preparing a study of the lepton number violating conversion µ − to a e + [35] , which comprises an experimental alternative to neutrinoless double beta decay.
The physics of µ-e conversion
Taking into account gauge invariance 4 , the most general form for the photonic matrix element (i.e., for the µ − -e − -γ vertex) can be written as [16, [36] [37] [38] [39] :
where q = p µ −p e is the photon momentum and
. 5 The functions f are form factors that in general depend on the momentum transfer. They are the quantities which ultimately encode the loop structures involved in the diagrams. Note that the amplitude as reported in Eq. (2) is the same for both µ → eγ and µ-e conversion. However, both processes nevertheless yield qualitatively different information. The reason is that µ → eγ is strongly simplified by on-shell relations being applicable only for external photons, in particular q 2 = 0 (the photon is massless) and ν q ν = 0 (the photon is transversal). On the contrary, in µ-e conversion, the off-shell part of the amplitude strongly contributes, which is reflected in the resulting bounds on the effective model used as an example here being very different for both processes [34] .
The decisive observable is the branching ratio of µ-e conversion with respect to ordinary muon capture, which is simple if the long-range contributions dominate [36] :
where α is the fine structure constant and Γ capt is the rate for ordinary muon capture (with emission of a ν µ ) on the nucleus under consideration, which is quasi identical to the total rate. Furthermore, the effective atomic charge
[with Φ 1s,µ (r) being the 1s wave function of the muon bound to a nucleus of atomic number Z] and the nuclear matrix element (NME)
both be calculated easily if the proton charge density ρ p (r) inside the nucleus is known. Let us discuss the physics of µ-e conversion before entering the actual computation.
In Eq. (3), all the particle physics is contained in the factor Ξ 2 particle , which is our main quantity of interest. It is explicitly given by [36] :
Thus, in our computation, we "only" need to extract the form factors f E0,E1,M0,M1 from the amplitude and to evaluate them at a 4-momentum transfer of q 2 = −m 2 µ . Once we achieve that, we can immediately use Eq. (3) to obtain the branching ratio for µ-e conversion.
However, there are several other aspects to the process which have to be discussed before we can start our computation. While the basic principle behind µ-e conversion, the capture of a bound muon with subsequent emission of a fast electron, is easy to grasp, several subtleties make this process comparatively difficult to compute in practice. Further (technical) details on this discussion can be found e.g. in [37, [40] [41] [42] .
First, let us have a look at the initial state muon. It is not free but in the 1s bound state of a muonic atom. Also the final state electron is not free, as it does feel the influence of the electric field of the remainder of the atom present in the final state. Thus, to take into account all resulting effects, it is easiest to perform the computation in real space and to use the solutions of the Dirac equation in a Coulomb potential instead of the spinors corresponding to free particles: u e (p e ) → ψ e (p e , r) and
Second, a simplification arises from the muon mass being the dominant energy scale compared to the binding energies E b involved or to the electron mass: m µ m e > E b ≈ 13.6 eV · mµ me Z. Thus, we can set the electron mass to zero, m e ≈ 0, and we can treat the muon non-relativistically. This furthermore implies that the kinematics of the process are in effect very similar to those of a t-channel diagram, with both the initial state muon and the initial (and final) state nucleus being nearly at rest; we can thus approximate q 2 −m 2 µ . Third, given the nature of the process, it is unavoidable to consider some atomic and nuclear physics aspects. Fortunately a standard formalism exists to take them into account. For example, the photon couples to electric charges (no matter if it is on-or off-shell), which means that the corresponding part of the matrix element must be proportional to the proton charge density ρ (P ) (r) in the nucleus: N |q γ ν q|N ∝ Zeρ (P ) (r) δ ν0 . Thus, the full amplitude for the process must have the following structure:
where Γ ν includes the form factors and Lorentz structure displayed explicitly between the two spinors in Eq. (2) . Given that the nucleus is taken to be non-relativistic, its 4-current density consists of only the 0-component to a good approximation, which is why effectively only Γ 0 contributes to the amplitude. 6 This implies further simplifications: the pre-factor q ν = p ν µ − p ν e in front of the form factors f 3 and g 3 reduces to q 0 m µ − m µ = 0 for the case of a non-relativistic muon in the initial state dictating the electron energy in the final state. Thus, even for non-vanishing f 3 and g 3 , they would not contribute to the conversion process.
Finally, we need to discuss the forms of the muon and electron wave functions. They depend on the details of the atomic physics configuration. We follow the standard approach taken in textbooks [40] , and write the fermion spinor in terms of "upper" and "lower" radial components f and g. Since we work in the Dirac representation, only the upper component survives in the non-relativistic limit (i.e. for the muon). Encoding the angular part in spherical harmonic spinors Ω jlm , we can thus describe the physics of both the muon and the electron by wave functions of the following form:
with total angular momentum j, orbital angular momenta l and l = 2j − l, and spin projection m. In the 1s state, the muon has quantum numbers (j, l, l , m) = (1/2, 0, 1, ±1/2). Thus, angular momentum conservation dictates quantum numbers of (1/2, 0, 1, ±1/2) or (1/2, 1, 0, ±1/2) for the final electron. Depending on the configuration, different parts of the amplitude in Eq. (2) will contribute (e.g., only structures featuring γ 5 survive for l = 1). Exploiting that the initial state muon is nearly at rest, while the final state electron is highly relativistic, we can furthermore set g 
Determination of the Form Factors
In our example model, or more generally in any setting featuring a doubly charged scalar coupling to right-handed charged leptons as in Eq. (1), µ-e conversion is realised at oneloop level only. The decisive diagrams are those in which the initial state muon turns into a virtual anti-lepton/S −− combination, which then turns into an electron. A photon can couple to either of these particles, thus implying four different diagrams (see Fig. 1 , Diagrams I to IV). 7 In principle one could also have a loop containing a W -boson and a neutrino, with three possibilities to couple a photon to (see Fig. 1 , Diagrams V to VII). The latter three diagrams are, however, strongly suppressed by the GIM mechanism [17] .
Furthermore, one could in either of these diagrams trade the photon for a Z-boson, which yields another seven diagrams. In addition, a Z-boson could also couple to the neutrino line (which the photon could not), see Diagram VIII in Fig. 1 . One could also replace all Z-boson lines by Higgs bosons, thus producing another eight diagrams. Note that also for Z-bosons and Higgs bosons mediating the process, Diagrams V to VIII are GIM-suppressed in contrast to Diagrams I to IV. In addition, all these diagrams with heavy exchange particles contribute to the short-range part of the amplitude, cf. Sec. 3, which is by far subdominant. Finally, there could also be box-diagrams with two Wbosons each, see Diagrams IX and X in Fig. 1 . These could mediate the process but are GIM-suppressed, too [43] . Thus, starting with the long-range/photonic part, the only relevant diagrams are I to IV as displayed in Fig. 1 . We will compute these in the following.
Beginning with momentum assignments, we have chosen the photon momentum to be incoming, i.e., we use q = p e − p µ = −q in order to adapt a notation consistent with our tool of choice, Package-X [39] , to reliably compute the loop-integrals. We furthermore use the approximation of a massless electron, which only introduces an error at the sub-% level. We also use the fact that the electron is on-shell and the muon is approximately on-shell (as it is only bound non-relativistically): p Fig. 1a , we obtain the matrix element:
where d = 4 − 2ε is the dimension of the integral, and we have written the matrix element in terms of the charge Q S = −2. 8 We use Package-X [39] , where the most general form of the matrix element given in Eq. (2) is put in the form of:
to compute the form factors F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 . The form factors obtained from the Package-X computation are related to the ones from Eq. (2) by:
Before calculating the factor Ξ 2 particle from the form factors, we will first check our computation by taking a closer look at the UV divergences. Since there is no tree level 3-point vertex connecting muon, electron, and photon, and thus no counterterm in the Lagrangian, the combination of Diagrams I -IV in Fig. 1 must be finite. We thus need to extract the divergent part from each matrix element, which for Diagram I is given by:
The matrix element for the second diagram given in Fig. 1b yields:
where Q l + = 1, and it adds
to the divergent part.
From Fig. 1c , we extract:
with Q e − = −1, and obtain:
Finally, the matrix element of Fig. 1d leads to:
with Q µ − = −1 and a divergent contribution of
In d = 4 dimensions, the Lorentz structures simplify due to the relations γ ρ γ ν γ ρ = −2γ ν and / p / p = p 2 and upon employing the approximate on-shell conditions. As a consequence, the divergent part of the µ-e conversion amplitude takes the form:
which indeed vanishes as soon as we enter the charges explicitly, as to be expected. Checking with Package-X confirms that all form factors are finite. It also shows that, under the assumption of both muon and electron being approximately on-shell in combination with kinematic relations following a vanishingly small momentum of the nucleus, both F 3 and G 3 vanish exactly, which confirms the general structure in Eq. (2) for the photonic case and agrees with the considerations of the previous section, where the same arguments led to q 0 = −q 0 → 0 and thereby to the disappearance of these structures from the branching ratio.
We have also extracted the finite parts of the form factors, which are the actual physics contributions. They take the following forms:
as well as:
Here, we have used the following abbreviations:
Moreover, the scalar three-point function in four dimensions is given by [39] :
which corresponds to the assignment given in Fig. 13 in Appendix B and which makes use of Q ≡ p 1 − p 2 . The scalar three-point function in Eq. (21) agrees with the original one from Passarino and Veltman [44] [45] [46] upon rearranging the mass terms and considering the change of metric, 9 such that
Inserting the form factors listed in Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (4), we eventually obtain:
We can greatly simplify this expression by exploiting the mass hierarchy M S m e,µ,τ . Hence, each term in Eq. (22) is expanded around M S → ∞ up to O(1/M 2 S ), which has to be done in a careful manner.
10 That way, we observe delicate cancellations at the orders 9 In order to compare the scalar three-point function from Passarino and Veltman with the one given in Eq. S , such that the remaining expression takes the form:
at leading order. Including the next-to-leading contribution would change our result by roughly 4%/at the per mille level for the τ contribution/the µ or e contributions being dominant, as we have checked numerically. Note that the cancellations mentioned may not materialise numerically when employing the full expression in Eq. (22) in case large numbers are not treated with sufficient accuracy in a numerical computation. Let us take a moment to compare our results to the previous ones obtained in Ref. [32] , based on an estimate using EFT. We should in fact recover the results obtained there in the limit of a sufficiently heavy scalar. To perform this consistency check, it is first of all useful to look at the form factors themselves, which are displayed in the left and middle panels of Fig. 2 (in a zoomed version in the latter case), in units of f * ea f aµ . As can be seen, the magnitudes of the form factors f being neglected. Note that, however, as we will see in Sec. 3, short-range contributions lead to a modification of the same size.
For completeness, let us display the explicit versions of the purely photonic form factors in the limit of a very large M S :
evaluated at q 2 = −m 2 µ . While our formulae for the form factors are basically identical to those obtained in Ref. [32] , note that this reference seems to contain a relative sign difference between f E0 and f M 0 compared to our results, which can alter the resulting numerical predictions. Given that we have automatised our computation to a high degree and that we have explicitly performed several decisive cross-checks, such as showing that the divergent parts of the loop amplitudes contained in Eqs. (10) , (12) , (14) , and (16) do indeed cancel, we are confident that all our relative signs should be correct.
The expression displayed in Eq. (23) is our final result for the photonic contribution of the doubly charged scalar to µ-e conversion. In combination with Eq. (3), it can be used to compute the corresponding branching ratio for any choice of Yukawa couplings f ab and scalar mass M S , as long as the nuclear physics quantities entering the equations are known. However, these quantities suffer from uncertainties which we currently cannot resolve. Thus, when aiming at a bound on the squared particle physics amplitude displayed in Eq. (23), it is easiest to absorb all uncertainties into the experimental bounds, meaning that an experimental upper bound on the branching ratio translates into a range of upper bounds on Ξ 2 particle . This one can do as long as the nuclear physics and particle physics parts factorise, as is the case in Eq. (3).
Nuclear physics, experimental aspects, and resulting bounds
The main nuclear physics quantities entering the branching ratio in Eq. (3) are Z, Z eff , and F p . Out of those, the atomic number Z can be trivially looked up, however, the computation of the effective atomic charge Z eff and of the nuclear matrix element F p require knowledge of the proton charge density ρ p (r), with r being the distance to the centre of the [36] for the isotopes under consideration. We also quote the rates for ordinary muon capture, cf. Tab. 8 in Ref. [37] (note the typo "Pb-207" in that reference).
nucleus. A good reference summarising the nuclear physics aspects is Ref. [37] : based on the classic Refs. [47, 48] , they assign different simplified nuclear models (such as harmonic oscillator models as well as different Fermi-and Gaussian-type models) to the different nuclei. In order to use values which are as updated as possible, we have however instead relied on the online database called The Nuclear Charge Density Archive [49] , whose data are to the greatest extent identical to those used in the previous references, but they nevertheless contain some updates or smaller corrections. We would like to stress that, from a nuclear physics point of view, the process of µ-e conversion would certainly deserve more attention. Although some example computations of NMEs exist [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , they still seem not as advanced and/or up to date as the comparatively involved computations of NMEs for neutrinoless double beta decay (see, e.g., Refs. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] ), and in particular they do not cover all relevant cases. On the other hand, the process of µ-e conversion was recognised by parts of the nuclear physics community also in recent years [50] , so that hopefully, at some point, it will be clear how safe the bounds obtained truly are. The relevant nuclear charge densities are displayed in Fig. 3 for the isotopes under consideration. The corresponding effective atomic charges and NMEs are displayed in Tab. 1. Note that, as long as the particle physics and nuclear physics parts factorise, cf. Eq. (3), all nuclear physics dependence can be absorbed into the experimental bounds. Hence, we can conveniently compare bounds from different experiments which constrain the same particle physics amplitude.
The relevant nuclei we have taken into consideration are those for which either existing limits can be found or which are planned to be used in future experiments. The best existing limits were all obtained by the SINDRUM II experiment: 48 Ti, BR(µ − Ti → e − Ti) < 1 · 10 −18 . However, due to the nuclear physics increasing or decreasing the rate for certain nuclei, it is not a priori clear whether the nuclei used in actual experiments have the greatest discovery potential. In order to disentangle these tendencies, we have depicted in Fig. 4 both the general discovery potential (i.e., the possible limit on the parameter Ξ particle ) for a given limit on the branching ratio versus the actual future sensitivities and past limits. The left panel exhibits how far down a limit on Ξ particle could go for a hypothetical bound of 1 · 10 −18 on the branching ratio assumed for all isotopes (which is identical to the quoted future sensitivity by PRISM/PRIME for 27 Ti). As one can see, the best isotope for µ-e conversion and thus the (quite literally) golden channel would be the transition on 197 Au, followed by 208 Pb and 48 Ti. Glancing at the right panel, the true best future sensitivity is in fact expected to be reached for 48 Ti by PRISM/PRIME. These simple considerations imply that, if it was possible to build a future experiment with BR(µ − Au → e − Au) < 1 · 10 −18 instead of BR(µ − Ti → e − Ti), we might even be able to boost our limit on Ξ particle even further than currently planned.
To get a first impression of the limits one can obtain from this process, we ignore relative phases for the time being, i.e., we take f * ab = f ab . To get a feeling for how strong the constraints could get, we choose the following scenarios: as limiting cases we take a 11 Note that a slightly worse sensitivity of BR(µ − Al → e − Al) < 6 · 10 −17 is announced by Mu2e [68] . rather optimistic scenario with comparatively large couplings, f ab = 10 −2 (∀a, b = e, µ, τ ), and a rather pessimistic scenario with small couplings, f ab = 10 −4 . As we will see, these scenarios indeed comprise "envelopes" of the more concrete scenarios, although of course they comprise no strict boundaries. E.g., even more "optimistic" scenarios could be consistent with data if the scalar mass M S was chosen to be sufficiently large.
On the other hand, in Ref. [33] , three categories of valid benchmark points were introduced. They have been found by numerically scanning the parameter space for 2-loop mass generation of light neutrinos using the Lagrangian given in our Eq. (1):
• red points: f ee 0 and f eτ 0,
• purple points: f ee 0 and
These categories of points were chosen such that they reproduce all relevant low-energy phenomenology, i.e., all neutrino oscillation parameters as well as all LFV/LNV bounds, with µ-e conversion being the only exception. Note that the consistency of these benchmark categories partially arises from correlations, like f eµ − f * µτ f * µµ f eτ for the purple points, which lead to cancellations in the rate for µ → eγ. However, these cancellations do not appear anymore in µ-e conversion, as we will illustrate in the following. In order to not only show a few isolated points as found in Ref. [33] , we will for illustrative purposes present idealised scenarios which roughly correspond to the three categories of benchmark points. The explicit parameter choices for these scenarios are displayed in Tab. 2, and they approximately correspond to the average of the values reported in Tab. 7 of Ref. [33] . We are now ready to present our results for µ − -e − conversion when only taking the photonic (long-range) contributions into account. Fig. 5 summarises all the information we have collected so far, and it also illustrates how strongly the doubly charged scalar mass can be constrained. We have displayed the particle physics parts of the amplitude as functions of the doubly charged scalar mass M S , i.e., the photonic/long-range contribution Ξ particle from Eq. (23) . The next step is to compare the predictions to the experimental bounds. As already indicated, we have collected several current (SINDRUM II [63] [64] [65] ) and future (DeeMe [66] , COMET [67] , Mu2e [68] , PRISM/PRIME [69] ) limits on the branching ratio of µ − -e − conversion. However, due to both nuclear physics uncertainties and experiments on different isotopes potentially pushing one and the same particle physics observable, we have decided to display a range of bounds in Fig. 5 . Thereby, the nominally best limits are represented by the bold horizontal lines, and the variation among the different isotopes and/or experiments is indicated by the lightly coloured rectangles which absorb all uncertainties as long as the particle physics part of the amplitude can be extracted. Moreover, we have included the sensitivity expected to be reached in Phase I of COMET. The corresponding bound of Ξ Al particle = 3.87 · 10 −15 on the particle physics observable is represented by the dashed green line and stems from the single event sensitivity of BR(µ − Al → e − Al) = 3.1 · 10 −15 reported in Ref. [70] . Note that we have not indicated the variation with nuclear physics uncertainties, because we have not found any reliable up-to-date information. It is however evident how to include information on this point, so that it will be easy to update our plot once this information is available. Looking at the numbers, it is evident that we can in fact obtain very strong bounds on Figure 5 : Bounds on the particle physics contribution Ξ particle arising from the photonic (long-range) contributions only. the doubly charged scalar mass from not having observed µ-e conversion. In Tab. 3, we have displayed both the current limits and the future sensitivities as well as the sensitivity that will be reached within COMET's Phase I. The ranges displayed in Tab. 3 are obtained by taking both the most optimistic (i.e., the bold horizontal lines in Fig. 5 ) and the most pessimistic (i.e., the upper edges of the lightly coloured rectangles in Fig. 5 ) bounds at face value. This accounts for the possible variations among the different experiments. However, we would like to stress once more that further variations due to nuclear physics uncertainties may well be possible. While these are not expected to dramatically change our results, they may be able to at least change the last few digits in the figures quoted in Tab. 3. Nevertheless, it is evident that even the most pessimistic limits are in fact quite impressive, revealing that, for doubly charged scalars, µ-e conversion may be able to lead to bounds stronger than those obtained by colliders [34] .
The question to answer is why the bounds from µ-e conversion seem to be significantly stronger than those for µ → e γ obtained in Ref. [33] . This is particularly surprising when disregarding the short-range contributions, as we do, since then at first sight µ-e conversion looks just like a µ → e γ diagram attached to a nucleus, cf. Fig. 1 . However, the result can be understood by carefully comparing the amplitudes for both processes. ratio of µ → e + γ depends on an amplitude of the form:
where C is a flavour-independent constant incorporating all non-Yukawa couplings. As explained, the benchmark points in Ref. [33] had been chosen such that all experimental bounds are fulfilled. In particular for the purple and blue points, cancellations appear in Eq. (25) , which allow to evade the (quite strong) bound from µ → e γ. On the other hand, glancing at Eq. (23), the amplitude for µ-e conversion is of the form:
where now the "constant" C from Eq. (25) has gained a flavour dependence, C → C e,µ,τ . Thus, one cannot simply extract this factor from the amplitude in Eq. (26) and, in particular, the cancellations at work to evade the µ → e γ bound will not work for µ-e conversion anymore. Instead, comparatively large values of the Yukawa couplings are strongly constrained by the experimental limits. This is perfectly consistent with the figures quoted in the lower part of Tab. 2, where the sizes of the combinations (f * ee f eµ , f * eµ f µµ , f * eτ f τ µ ) appearing in Eq. (26) are estimated for the three scenarios. The largest such combination appears for the blue scenario, |f * ee f eµ | ∼ 10 −5 , while the red and purple scenarios instead seem to yield a very similar size. Indeed this tendency is perfectly visible in both Fig. 5 and Tab. 3, where the bounds on the blue scenario indeed turn out to be stronger than those on the red and purple scenarios, which are quite similar.
Summing up, we have shown that already the photonic (long-range) contributions to µ-e conversion lead to comparatively strong lower bounds on the scalar mass M S .
Short-range (non-photonic) contributions
The next step is to include the non-photonic (short-range) contributions to µ-e conversion.
Computing the form factors
The non-photonic contributions to the µ-e conversion amplitude are commonly subsumed into four fermion interactions, i.e., we are considering point-like (short-range) operators coupling one µ and one e to two quarks. It is a priori not clear whether these contributions could modify the µ-e conversion rate significantly. Quite generally, including these terms spoils the factorisation of the branching ratio into nuclear physics and particle physics parts, such that Eq. (3) is not applicable anymore. In general, the effect on the particle physics amplitude will be to now turn into a combined amplitude incorporating both photonic (long-range) and non-photonic (short-range) contributions, the latter being dependent on Z and N :
However, as we will see, in our case the short-range contributions turn out to be completely subdominant. Thus, although Eq. (3) is in general not correct, applying it would introduce only a very small error, and we can thus approximate Ξ particle Ξ photonic to a very good precision. We will in the following illustrate how to explicitly compute the short-range contributions to µ-e conversion.
Considering effective operators up to dimension-six, a general interaction of an electron and a muon with two quarks is described by [36] :
The effective four fermion couplings given above originate from integrating out all particles which could possibly be exchanged between two quarks and two charged leptons. In our setup, the dominant non-photonic contribution arises from the Z-boson exchange between two quarks in the nucleus and the particle physics loop, depicted in Diagrams I to IV in Figs. 1. The terms involving neutrinos in the loops are again GIM-suppressed [17] , which is the case for both categories, penguin diagrams (Diagrams V to VIII) and boxdiagrams (Diagrams IX and X). The diagrams based on Higgs exchange are suppressed even further, a back-of-the-envelope estimate resulting in a suppression of O(10 −3 ) compared to the other short-range contributions, which are already suppressed themselves. We will thus completely disregard the diagrams based on Higgs-exchange. Note that, in order to consistently obtain the form factors g XK(q) (X = R, L and K = S, P, V, A, T ), we match the relevant set of diagrams to the four fermion operators using a generic µ-e-Z interaction Γ ν , see Fig. 6 .
The Feynman rules tell us:
for the "full theory" diagram on the left. Here, the coefficients k q and s q depend on the quark being up-or down-type: k d,s,b = 4/3, s d,s,b = 1, k u,c,t = −8/3, and s u,c,t = −1. By contracting the bosonic propagator, i.e. taking the limit M 2 Z q 2 , the matrix element takes the form:
Apparently, only the vector and axial vector structures are realised. Since we consider coherent µ-e conversion, however, only the vector coupling will ultimately contribute to the branching ratio. Taking into account gauge invariance, the most general form for the generic coupling Γ ν can be written as [39] :
However, as mentioned earlier, we only take into account effective operators with mass dimension up to six. Since the combined mass dimension of four spin-1/2 fields and the momentum q already exceeds dimension six, we can consistently drop such terms. Moreover, the doubly charged scalar solely couples to right-handed leptons. Since we assume the electron to be massless, all form factors g LK vanish identically. Thus, the dominant contribution to the short-range part of coherent µ-e conversion emerges from just one single term. After rewriting the couplings in Eq. (29) such that they match those in Eq. (27) , the relevant effective Lagrangian is given by:
However, this Lagrangian still operates at quark level, while what we are interested in is the analogous vertex coupling the muon and the electron to nucleons. Converting the Lagrangian in Eq. (31) to nucleon level, the new coupling constants g
XK and g
XK can be re-expressed in terms of the nucleon form factors G (q,p) K and G (q,n) K , see Ref. [36] for details:
Taking the limit of isospin invariance, we can relate the proton and neutron form factors [27] :
, and G (s,p) V = 0 for the vector current. Again employing the non-relativistic approximation for the muon wave function, the branching ratio of coherent µ-e conversion takes the general form [36] :
LS + g
under the assumptions of equal proton and neutron densities as well as a quasi-constant muon wave function within the nucleus. Here, G F is Fermi's constant and α = e 2 /(4π) = g 2 sin 2 θ W /(4π). All other quantities are defined as in Eq. (3). Within our framework there are neither scalar contributions, i.e. g LV = 0. Moreover, we take the electron to be massless, which leads to E e = | p e | m µ . In combination with Eqs. (31) and (32), the branching ratio hence simplifies to:
where we have used
. Here, we have rewritten the non-photonic branching ratio such that we can extract a Ξ non-photonic in analogy to the photonic contributions. However, in contrast to the photonic part Ξ photonic , one cannot factorise the particle and nuclear physics contributions, in the sense that Ξ non-photonic depends on the nuclear characteristics (Z, N ): Ξ non-photonic = Ξ non-photonic (Z, N ). While this looks like as if it made the distinction between particle physics and nuclear physics parts impossible, it will turn out that the dependence on (Z, N ) is in reality so weak that it can be dropped without changing the results. This is again a reflection of the short-range contribution being subdominant by far.
In order to determine the form factor A R (q 2 ), we proceed in a way similar as we did for the photonic form factors, meaning that we consider the process µ → e Z for an off-shell gauge boson. From Diagram I in Fig. 1a , we obtain the matrix element:
where we have dropped the '+i ' terms for brevity. For Diagram II, see Fig. 1b , the matrix element is given by:
(37) And, finally, from Fig. 1d :
(38) Again using Package-X, we compute each diagram's contribution to A R , and combine them using g = g tan θ W . Due to the absence of a tree-level 3-point vertex connecting muon, electron and Z-boson, the form factor A R has to be UV-finite. Similarly to the photonic case, the UV divergences occurring in the individual diagrams I -IV cancel each other, thus leaving A R finite. As before, we can simplify the form factor by exploiting the mass hierarchy M S m e,µ,τ to obtain:
where the sum over a = e, µ, τ is implied. So, the somewhat artificial (because in reality not dominating) non-photonic particle physics factor Ξ non-photonic can be deduced to be:
at leading order.
The Total Branching Ratio
In general, both the photonic and non-photonic processes contribute to µ-e conversion. Kinematics dictate that q 2 = −m 2 µ , which in combination with the non-relativistic approximation of the muon wave function implies that the photonic (long-range) contribution can effectively be treated as an addition ∆g RV , see Eq. (141) of Ref. [36] . We thus obtain:
RV , where ∆g
with the form factors F 1 and F 2 explicitly given in Eqs. (18) and (19), respectively. We can now understand why the non-photonic (short-range) contributions are subdominant: while both |F 2 (−m 
5 . Replacing the purely non-photonic couplings in favour of the ones given above in Eq. (41), we can derive the general branching ratio in analogy to the derivation of Eq. (34) . The combined branching ratio, incorporating both photonic (long-range) and non-photonic (short-range) contributions, takes the form:
with
at leading order in the small ratios m 2 a /M 2 S . As already pointed out and as is now clearly visible from Eq. (42), Ξ combined is not pure particle physics quantity, in the sense that it also depends on the nuclear characteristics Z and N . However, we can nevertheless use it to compare the impact of a certain bound on the new physics parameters, as long as we take into account the variation with Z and N . Thus, when plotting Ξ combined as a function of the scalar mass M S , one would not only obtain a simple line but a band, the width arising from varying Z and N . However, as we will see, numerically this variation is very mild, since it only affects the subdominant contribution to the decay -in a logarithmic plot, the width of the band would not even be visible. Thus, in practice, we can disregard the variation with Z and N whenever presenting a bound just for illustrative purposes.
We are now ready to present our final results for µ − -e − conversion, which are displayed in Fig. 7 . In contrast to Fig. 5 , we now present both the total contribution [Ξ combined , cf. Eq. (42)] and the non-photonic/short-range contribution [Ξ non-photonic , cf. Eq. (34)]. Note that the latter quantity is in fact not physical, as explained, in the sense that in reality it does not occur in isolation, i.e. without the long-range contributions. However, artificially separating them makes it evident that the short-range contributions are indeed very subdominant, by several orders of magnitude for each of the benchmark scenarios displayed. Thus, it is an excellent approximation to take Ξ combined Ξ photonic and to completely disregard the short-range part, effectively going back to our intermediate result from Eqs. (23) and (3) . Furthermore, as explained above, the lines representing the non-photonic contributions for the different scenarios are in fact bands with finite widths, due to their dependence on the isotope under consideration. However, the widths are so small that they would hardly be visible in the logarithmic plot presented in Fig. 7 .
����� ����� � Figure 7 : Bounds on the full particle physics contribution Ξ combined .
Furthermore, we extract the bounds on the scalar mass M S obtained from the combination of photonic and non-photonic contributions in analogy to Sec. 2.3. The resulting ranges of lower limits displayed in Tab. 4 differ from the values for the purely photonic contributions only at the per mille level, cf. Tab. 3. While this confirms that we can render the non-photonic contributions negligible, however, it is also visible that -depending on the combinations of couplings -the naive estimate of the effect of the non-photonic contributions may underestimate them by several orders of magnitude. Thus, it is in fact not a priori clear that the short-range diagrams are always negligible, contrary to what had been claimed earlier in Ref. [32] .
Although we can neglect the non-photonic contributions due to their smallness, there are two interesting observations related to them, which we want to briefly discuss. First, we cannot distinguish the blue from the purple non-photonic contributions, while they differ by about an order of magnitude in the photonic case. This can again be understood by having a close look at the amplitudes for both processes. The amplitude that enters current limit [GeV] Table 4 : Lower limits on the mass M S resulting from the total branching ratio for µ-e conversion, displaying the range from the most pessimistic to the most optimistic values.
Figures are deliberately shown with a too-good precision, in order to ease the comparison with Tab. 3. Indeed, the figures are nearly identical to those obtained when only taking into account the photonic contribution, just as to be expected from Fig. 7 .
the non-photonic Ξ non-photonic takes the form:
where the function D(m a ), which is proportional to the form factor A R for a fixed m a , strongly varies with m a . The dominant term (without including the couplings f * ea f aµ ) stems from the τ propagating in the loop, i.e. D(m τ ). It exceeds the µ and e contributions by about three to four orders of magnitude. Furthermore, neither the combination f * ee f eµ nor f * eµ f µµ , see Tab. 2, can bypass this difference in the blue and purple scenarios. Thus, the equality of the non-photonic contribution of blue and purple scenarios is traced back to the identical combination of f * eτ f τ µ in both scenarios. The second observation is that -in contrast to the photonic case where the red scenario consistently attains values more than an order of magnitude higher -the red and gray scenarios are comparable in the non-photonic case. Following the argument given above, the gray scenario should dominate, due to f * eτ f τ µ = 10 −8 (gray) in comparison to f * eτ f τ µ = 10 −24 (red), which seems to contradict the observations from the plot. However, for the red scenario, f * eτ f τ µ is smaller than the combinations f * ee f eµ and f * eµ f µµ by at least six orders of magnitude, see Tab Summing up, we have presented a detailed computation of µ-e conversion mediated by a doubly charged SU (2) singlet scalar coupling to pairs of right-handed charged leptons. The formulae obtained are general, however, for illustration the numerical results focus on the scenarios obtained in Ref. [33] . In all cases, the current/future lower bounds on the doubly charged scalar mass M S resulting from the non-observation of µ-e conversion turn out to be very strong, which illustrates the value of new measurements of µ-e conversion.
Note added: As this paper was being finalised a related paper [71] appeared, which focuses more on the muon (g − 2) computation, but also treats low-energy LFV, in particular µ-e conversion, and collider phenomenology. Our paper however gives much more details on the computation of µ-e conversion, and in particular it allows to reproduce our results and to adopt them to similar cases. Thus, Ref. [71] and the present paper complement each other.
A Appendix: Feynman Rules
In order to obtain the decisive matrix elements in Sections 2.2 and 3.1, we make use of the Feynman rules given in Figs. 8 to 12. Here, P L,R are the left-/right-handed projectors, the indices α, β are Dirac spinor indices, and a, b = e, µ, τ denote the lepton flavour. The doubly charged scalar's interactions are described by means of the covariant derivative D µ = ∂ µ +ig Y B µ . The hypercharge is given by Y = Q−I 3 (= ±2 for S ±± ), such that the covariant derivative takes the form D µ = ∂ µ ±2ieA µ ∓2ig sin θ W Z µ . Note that, since there are lepton number violating (LNV) vertices in our theory, we naturally encounter vertices with clashing arrows. For a consistent treatment using the Feynman rule language, we choose a fixed orientation of the "fermion flow" for each diagram, i.e. the order in which each fermionic chain is written down, and adjust the Feynman rules [72] . For example, when reversing the "fermion flow" from Fig. 10a to the opposite direction as displayed in Fig. 10b , we instead work with the anti-field l B Appendix: The scalar three-point function
The kinematical configuration corresponding to the scalar three-point function given in Eq. (21) is displayed in Fig. 13 . 
